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We examine immigrant integration by analyzing how natives evaluate immigrants’ character. Most literature
examines how natives distinguish between immigrants with different levels of assimilation, which is best suited
to identifying integration boundaries between different types of immigrants. We shift the analysis and examine
the boundary between immigrants and natives, which measures integration by the extent to which immigrant
status is relevant for character evaluations. We compare how natives respond to national insults that come
from immigrants as opposed to natives. We focus on insulting the nation because it highlights the salience of
national identity and clarifies the importance of group boundaries. We measure responses to national insults
with vignette experiments from three original surveys in the United States. Our results are consistent with
situationist theories of interpersonal interactions because they suggest that character evaluations are more
dependent on the situational distinction between people who do and do not insult the nation than the
demographic distinction between whether the insult comes from a native or immigrant. These findings have
multiple implications for our understanding of national identity, immigrant integration, and immigrant-native
boundaries.
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Immigrant integration is the process by which immigrants become part of the host society (Alba
& Foner, 2015). Natives’ evaluations of immigrants are a key indicator of how immigrant integration
is proceeding because those evaluations are the gateway to full acceptance in mainstream society
(Gordon, 1964). When natives discriminate against immigrants because of their foreign origins it has
wide-ranging implications for immigrant labor-market outcomes (Riach & Rich, 2002), political
engagement (Dancygier, Lindgren, Oskarsson, & Vernby, 2015; Street, 2013), and social network formation (Schildkraut, 2014). Therefore, even if immigrants acculturate by adopting host society cultural practices and norms, full integration into mainstream society is unlikely to succeed when natives
judge immigrants negatively because of their foreign origins.
There is extensive research on natives’ evaluations of immigrants, particularly on natives’ attitudes about whether (and which) immigrants should be allowed to enter the country (Enos, 2014;
Hainmueller & Hopkins, 2015; Newman, Hartman, & Taber, 2012; Wright & Citrin, 2011). There is
also a growing body of research on which immigrants are worthy of being considered full members of
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the national community (Lessard-Phillips & Sobolewska, 2017; Maxwell, 2017; Schachter, 2016).
However, these approaches mostly compare immigrants with different levels of assimilation and do
not examine the conditions under which foreign origins are relevant for natives’ evaluation of immigrants. There is considerable research on the distinction between immigrant and native labor-market
outcomes (Borjas, 1987; Chiswick, 1978; Heath & Cheung, 2007), but we know much less about how
foreign origins may shape natives’ evaluations of immigrants during daily interactions. This oversight
is unfortunate because interpersonal relations are the backbone of how immigrant integration is experienced in daily life (Berry, 1997; Sam & Berry, 2010). Therefore, larger societal tensions, mistrust,
and alienation are more likely to exist when immigrants are evaluated differently because of their foreign origins.
In this article, we use a series of vignette experiments from three original surveys in the United
States to analyze how natives evaluate immigrants (as opposed to natives) who insult the nation. This
comparison provides insight on the extent to which foreign origins are relevant for natives’ evaluations. There is some evidence that foreign origins are relevant for character evaluations among natives
who strongly identify with the nation. However, the main result is that character evaluations are more
dependent on the situational distinction between people who do and do not insult the national identity
than the demographic distinction between whether the insult comes from a native or immigrant.
Insulting the Nation
The key to our analytical strategy is that we analyze how natives evaluate the character of immigrants and natives who perform the same behavior. We focus on insulting the nation because it should
highlight the salience of national identity and clarify the importance of group boundaries. In part, this
is because humans are motivated to view their ingroup as high status (Tajfel, 1974). Therefore, insults
to the nation should increase the salience of national identity and evokes sharp boundary distinctions
between ingroup and outgroup members (Branscombe, Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje, 1999; Brewer,
1991). For example, political entrepreneurs have long used the mobilizing power of perceived insults
to the nation as a way of stigmatizing their enemies and rallying their supporters (Albertson & Gadarian, 2015; Hurst, 2015). National insults are useful for studying the salience of foreign origins because
they are a moment of explicit boundary making.
National insults are also useful because real-world examples suggest that natives are sensitive to
national insults coming from both immigrants and natives. Starting in the early 2000s, North Africanorigin soccer fans in France began booing the French national anthem before games between French
and North African teams. The insults sparked national outrage and a debate about whether the
immigrant-origin fans were betraying their adopted country and forsaking the possibility of integration
(Dubois, 2010). However, natives are also sensitive to insults from fellow natives. When the American pop singer Ariana Grande was caught on camera saying “I hate Americans. I hate America,” it
quickly became a national controversy that led many to boycott her music because she was viewed as
a traitor (Mandell, 2015).
Our data are from the United States, a country with a long history of immigration. The success of
immigrant integration in the United States has varied over time and across different immigrant groups,
so the question of when immigrants are more likely to be integrated remains salient in national
debates (Portes & Rumbaut, 2014; Schildkraut, 2010; Tichenor, 2002). We compare evaluations of
national insults that come from Anglo-American natives or Mexican immigrants. Given the wide
range of immigrant communities in the United States, our results do not necessarily generalize to all
immigrants. For example, research suggests that racial barriers are important in the United States, and
there is often bias against darker-skinned immigrants (Ostfeld, 2017; Portes & Zhou, 1993), but we do
not explore variation across different racial groups or skin tones. In addition, immigrants with U.S. citizenship or immigrants who have the legal right to be in the country may be evaluated differently
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from those who are not legally in the country (Wright, Levy, & Citrin, 2016), but we do not explore
variation across immigrants with different legal status.1 Nonetheless, our selection of Mexican immigrants is a group that is often considered one of the most difficult to integrate (Ditlmann & Lagunes,
2014; P!erez, 2010). Therefore, Mexicans are a hard case of immigrant integration which is biased
towards finding evidence of salient foreign origins. This means that our result of relatively modest distinctions between immigrants and natives should be consistent across other national-origin groups
who are considered easier to integrate.
Our findings have several implications for research on immigrant integration and national identity
more broadly. First, our results are consistent with the claim that immigrants have become an accepted
part of mainstream American society (Alba & Nee, 2003; Schildkraut, 2014; Theiss-Morse, 2009).
This does not imply that all immigrants are perfectly integrated or that there is no discrimination on
the basis of foreign origins. However, it does suggest that foreign origins may not be the most important factor when evaluating immigrants’ character. Moreover, given our selection of Mexican-origin
immigrants, this is a strong test of integration and likely to hold for other immigrant groups as well.
A second contribution is the focus on how evaluations of immigrants can vary according to immigrants’ behavior. This is in contrast to most research on natives’ attitudes towards immigrants, which
focuses on immigrant demographic characteristics like country of origin, religion, language fluency,
race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status (Enos, 2014; Hainmueller & Hopkins, 2015; Helbling, 2014;
Wright et al., 2016). These demographic characteristics are important predictors of how natives judge
immigrants, but they are also relatively fixed and difficult to change. Therefore, to the extent that
demographic predictors are salient they imply that any given immigrant is either integrated or not. In
contrast, our findings build on intergroup research about how attitudes and judgments may be as
much about the context in which groups interact as they are about fixed individual characteristics (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2013).
Our results also highlight the way in which natives can also be an outgroup in the national community when they insult the nation. This is consistent with literature on the historical development of
the nation-state, which has always involved multiple competing internal factions among natives
(Anderson, 1983; Hobsbawm, 2012). Moreover, we know that there is variation among natives in their
national identity attachment and in the extent to which they hold positive or negative feelings about
the national community (Hetherington, 2005; Schatz, Staub, & Lavine, 1999; Wright, 2011). Therefore, our findings suggest that immigrants are not necessarily the most important national outgroup in
all circumstances and that research should explore the multiple cross-cutting national identity
boundaries.
Hypotheses
Our main research question is about the importance of foreign origins for the evaluation of immigrants who insult the nation. Existing literature generates four main competing hypotheses that could
answer this question.
One hypothesis is that the source of the insult is less relevant than the fact that national identity is
being insulted. This is based on research that emphasizes the importance of situational contexts for
understanding how people evaluate each other (Blumer, 1969; Mead, 1934). For any given interaction
between two people, the characteristics of those individuals (e.g., personality type, ideology, age, sex,
1

Research suggests that many Americans associate Latinos with illegal immigration, irrespective of actual immigration
or legal status (Levy & Wright, 2016; P!erez, 2010). Therefore, if our results found more negative evaluations for Mexican immigrants (as opposed to natives) who insult the nation, it would not be clear how to interpret the results. The
negative evaluations could be due to the foreign origins or the assumption that the Mexican was an illegal immigrant.
Yet, our results find no difference in how immigrants and natives are evaluated when they insult the nation, so assumptions about legal status are not a concern for our analysis.
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race, or national origins) may not be the best predictors of how they will act. Instead, the dynamics of
their interaction may be more dependent on the structure of the situation. For example, are they competing against each other, are they cooperating, does one person have a higher status, or is one person
insulting the other (L. Ross & Nisbett, 1991)? The nuances of this research program are about the
ways in which specific situations should be more or less important than various individual-level characteristics (M. Carter & Fuller, 2016). For the purposes of this article, insulting the nation should be a
salient situation because it is a direct challenge to an important social identity (e.g., nationality) and
therefore may elicit strong defensive responses (Druckman, 1994; Ellemers, 1993). This leads to the
following hypothesis:
H1: Natives will be equally negative about the character of immigrants and natives
who insult the nation.
A second perspective is that immigrants will be evaluated more negatively than natives for insulting the nation. This is based on the assumption that immigrants are the fundamental outgroup in any
national community (Bail, 2008; Schildkraut, 2014). A wide range of research finds that the
immigrant-native distinction is relevant in daily life and that natives are very sensitive to markers of
immigrants’ foreign origins (e.g., language use, skin color, or cultural and religious practices) because
they are perceived as threats to the integrity of the national community (Enos, 2014; Hainmueller &
Hopkins, 2015; Hopkins, 2015; Newman et al., 2012; Newman, Hartman, & Taber, 2014). In addition, there is well-established literature on the tendency for all individuals to view their ingroup (in
this case natives) more favorably than an outgroup (in this case immigrants) (Tajfel, 1974, 1982).
Therefore, natives should have psychological incentives to preserve positive views about their ingroup
(fellow natives) and be more likely to disregard examples of negative insulting behavior from those
fellow natives as anomalies that do not deserve much consideration (Brewer, 1999; Chen & Xin Li,
2009). In contrast, nothing will prevent natives from responding negatively to insults from immigrants
because of their outgroup status (Bourhis, Giles, Leyens, & Tajfel, 1979; Brewer, 1979).
H2: Natives will be more negative about the character of immigrants (as opposed to
other natives) who insult the nation.
A third possibility is that natives will be evaluated more negatively than immigrants for insulting
national identity. This has been called the “black sheep effect” and is based on the logic that ingroup
deviants (fellow natives) pose a greater threat than outgroup deviants (immigrants) because ingroup
deviants challenge the uniformity and positive social identity of their ingroup (Marques & Paez,
1994; Marques & Yzerbyt, 1988; Marques, Yzerbyt, & Leyens, 1988). In addition, natives may hold
fellow natives to a higher standard and have more expectations for their commitment to the national
community. Higher expectations can then generate greater punishment when those expectations are
violated (Bettencourt, Dill, Greathouse, Charlton, & Mulholland, 1997; Jussim, Coleman, & Lerch,
1987; Kernahan, Bartholow, & Bettencourt, 2000). In contrast, it may be easy for natives to dismiss
insults from immigrants, because that type of behavior that is expected from someone not committed
to the national community (Bail, 2008; Schildkraut, 2014). This leads to the third hypothesis:
H3: Natives will be more negative about the character of fellow natives (as opposed to
immigrants) who insult the nation.
A final possibility is that evaluations depend on how strongly natives are attached to their national
identity. Group identities shape how people see the world (Conover, 1984), and when individuals are
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more attached to an identity, it is usually more relevant for their opinions and attitudes (Allport, 1954;
Tajfel, 1974; Tajfel & Turner, 2001). This suggests that natives with strong national identity attachment should have the strongest reactions to national insults because they are the most invested in the
identity (Li & Brewer, 2004; Tausch, Hewstone, Kenworthy, Cairns, & Christ, 2007; Voci, 2006).
Moreover, the distinction between strong and weak identifiers may be especially relevant for our study
because our goal is to examine the relationship between national insults and national identity boundaries. However, it is not clear whether strong identifiers should be more negative about immigrants or
natives who insult the nation. Strong identifiers may react more negatively to insults from immigrants
because their strong attachment to the nation makes them more negative about members of an outgroup (Brewer, 1979; Tajfel, 1974). Yet strong identifiers may also react more negatively to insults
from fellow natives. Strong identifiers have the most invested in a positive social identity for their
ingroup so they should have higher expectations for fellow ingroup members. This could lead strong
identifiers to react more negatively when natives clash with expectations by insulting the nation (Marques, Yzerbyt, & Leyens, 1988; Rullo, Presaghi, & Livi, 2015). This leads to the following two
hypotheses.
H4a: Natives who strongly identify with the nation will be more negative about the
character of immigrants (as opposed to other natives) who insult the nation.
H4b: Natives who strongly identify with the nation will be more negative about the
character of fellow natives (as opposed to immigrants) who insult the nation.
Data
Our data are from a series of vignette experiments in three online surveys. Table 1 presents an
overview of the three studies. Our goal is to study how natives evaluate national insults so our
respondents are all non-Hispanic, White U.S.-born American citizens aged 18 or older. There are nonWhites who are native to the United States, but there is evidence that non-Whites and Whites have
different national-identity-attachment dynamics (N. Carter & P!erez, 2016), so we leave the exploration of non-White reactions to national insults for future investigation.2 Studies 1 and 2 are nationally
representative samples of our target population, and Study 3 is a convenience sample of students from
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.3
For studies 1 and 2, we commissioned two separate samples from the firm Qualtrics. Qualtrics
contracts with several third-party providers who each maintain panels of over 1 million potential
respondents.4 As seen in Table 1, study 1 has 1,019 respondents, and study 2 has 1,575 respondents.
The surveys were fielded with quotas to generate samples that are nationally representative by sex,
age, and education.5 For study 3, subjects were recruited from a large introductory course in which
students were required to participate in three hours of research. This yields a sample of 362 respondents which is not nationally representative (we discuss the implications of potential sample bias when
we present results from study 3). Detailed information on responses rates for each survey is in the
online supporting information.
2
3
4
5

This does not imply that non-White attitudes are somehow less indicative of American society. Instead, the complexity
required to study White and non-White attitudes is beyond the scope of this study.
During the academic year 2014–15, we conducted two pilot studies with undergraduate student subjects at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to test our measures of national identity insults.
Panel members who did not meet our demographic criteria were identified through a series of screening questions at
the beginning of the surveys. If they did not meet all four criteria, the survey was terminated.
The desired sex quotas were 51% female and 49% male. For age, the quotas were 13% aged 18–24, 35% aged 25–44,
35% aged 45–64 and 17% aged 65 or older. For education, the quotas were 13% some high school or less, 30% high
school graduate, 29% some college, 18% college graduate, and 10% graduate school degree.
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Table 1. Summary of Studies
Study
Study 1
Study 2
Study 3

Dates

Format

N

May 27–30, 2015
July 24–Aug. 5, 2015
Nov. 4–Dec. 8, 2015

Qualtrics (nat rep)
Qualtrics (nat rep)
Student Sample

1,019
1,575
362

In study 1, we evaluate the hypotheses about the strength of natives’ national identification (H4a
andH4b) with a standard question about how strongly respondents feel American. Study 2 builds on
Study 1 by providing a more detailed investigation with 10 items that measure five dimensions of
national identification. This more nuanced conception of national identification is consistent with
existing literature and uses measures that have been tested in multiple studies (Huddy & Khatib,
2007; Schatz et al., 1999). Full details on the measures are in the section on results from study 2, as
well as the online supporting information.
In each survey, we measure our dependent variable by presenting respondents with a short
vignette and asking a series of questions about the character of the person in the vignette. In Study 1,
the vignette is about a salesman for an American car company. In studies 2 and 3, the vignette is about
a high school teacher. Using a different scenario in the second and third studies improves the external
validity of our research by expanding the analysis beyond one type of vignette. In addition, a high
school teacher should be an especially sensitive scenario because it involves forming the next generation of American citizens and educating vulnerable young people. This should be a very strong test of
how natives respond when national identity boundaries are salient.
All three studies use a 2 3 3 experimental design and present each respondent with one of
six versions of the vignette. In each study, respondents are randomly assigned to receive a
vignette where the character is either marked as native (by a stereotypically Anglo name) or
immigrant (by a stereotypically Latino name and the description “born and raised in Mexico but
lives in America”). The second level of experimental variation is the behavior of the character in
the vignette, and in each study, respondents are randomly assigned to receive one of three versions of the behavior.
Study 1 includes a control condition where the character does not reference the nation and a
second condition where the character insults America. This allows us to make two key comparisons. First, we compare how natives evaluate immigrants when they insult the nation as opposed
to when they do not insult the nation. Second, we compare how the penalty for insulting the
nation may vary between immigrant and native offenders. A third condition includes language
insulting the car dealer’s customers. This is important because insulting the nation is rude behavior and measuring responses to generic rudeness allows us to distinguish between negative evaluations that respond to rude behavior and negative evaluations that respond specifically to the
rudeness of national insults.
In study 2, the control and national insult conditions are similar to those in Study 1, as the
high school teacher does not reference the nation in the control condition and insults America in
the national insult condition. The third condition in study 2 includes patriotic language praising
the United States. This condition is the opposite of an insult and is a useful extension for our
analysis. Comparing reactions to patriotism and national insults allows us to determine whether
natives’ reaction to behavior that evokes the importance of national identity vary according to
the direction of the prime (positive or negative) or if they are two sides of the same underlying
national identity dynamic.
Study 3 tests whether our results are robust to different forms of national insults. Study 3 includes
a control condition, a national insult condition, and a critical condition in which the high school teacher offers a subtler challenge to American national identity.
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STUDY 1
Each respondent in study 1 is randomly assigned to receive one of six vignettes. The full text for
the vignettes is as follows:
We would now like to ask for your evaluation of leadership skills.
Joseph Smith [Juan Sanchez was born and raised in Mexico but lives in America and]
owns a dealership for one of the American car companies.
Control: Every morning Joseph/Juan gathers his employees for a pep talk. He reviews
sales data and asks if anyone has questions. He always finishes with his motto: “Our
dealership sells great cars!”
National identity insult: Every morning Joseph/Juan gathers his employees for a pep
talk. He reviews sales data and asks if anyone has questions. He always finishes with
his motto: “America is a country for losers, fools and idiots. But our dealership sells
great cars!”
Generic rude: Every morning Joseph/Juan gathers his employees for a pep talk. He
reviews sales data and asks if anyone has questions. He always finishes with his motto:
“Our customers are losers, fools and idiots. But our dealership sells great cars!”
Respondents are then given four questions to judge the character in the vignette. One asks if
Joseph/Juan is a good or bad leader of the dealership; another asks if he is a good or bad representative
of the company; a third asks if he is a good or bad example for his employees; and the final question
asks about his likability. Each question is on a scale of 0 (most negative) to 10 (most positive).
Results. Figure 1 presents results for the four dependent variables as well as a summed index of
the four items. As expected, evaluations are more negative for the national insult condition as opposed
to the control condition and for the generic rude condition as opposed to the control condition across
each item. In addition, across each item natives have similar evaluations of fellow natives and immigrants who insult the nation. Natives also have the same evaluation of fellow natives and immigrants
in the control condition, which means that the penalty for national insults appears to be similar for
immigrants and natives (as is the penalty for generic rudeness). Regression analysis (for which full
results are in Table 1 in the online supporting information) confirms that there is no statistically significant difference between the immigrant and native penalties for insulting the nation.6
Variation According to Strength of National Identification?. Results in Figure 1 and Table 1
in the online supporting information are consistent with Hypothesis 1 because they suggest that
natives may primarily react to national insults based on the situational salience, without distinguishing
between immigrant and native perpetrators of the insult. However, to evaluate Hypothesis 4a and
Hypothesis 4b, we need to explore how character judgments may vary according to respondents’
strength of national identification. We conduct this subgroup analysis with an item (administered prior
to the car dealer vignettes) that asks “How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I feel American.” We code the 74% of respondents who answer “strongly agree” as strong identifiers and the 26% of respondents who answer “somewhat agree,” “somewhat disagree,” and
“strongly disagree” as weak identifiers.
6

We estimate a series of regression models predicting the evaluation of car dealer vignettes with covariates for whether
the vignette was a native dealer, whether the vignette included national insult language and an interaction between
native dealer and national insult language. The interaction term is the key covariate and is never statistically significant
(at p < .10) for any of the items.
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Figure 1. Evaluations of car-dealer vignettes. Responses are recoded from 0 (most negative) to 1 (most positive). Points
indicate the mean score, and lines are 95% confidence intervals. Points and lines in gray are for the control condition;
points and lines in black are for the national insult condition or the rude condition. “Leader” is whether Joseph/Juan is a
good leader of the dealership. “Example” is whether Joseph/Juan is a good example for his employees. “Represent” is
whether Joseph/Juan is a good representative of the car company. “Likable” is about the likability of Joseph/Juan.
“Index” is a summed index of the four items. Beneath the labels is the difference between the control condition and the
insult or the rude condition.

Figure 2 presents mean evaluation scores among weak and strong identifiers. The main difference is that there is a larger penalty for insulting the nation (as opposed to being in the control group) among strong as opposed to weak identifiers. This is consistent with the expectation
that strong identifiers should be more sensitive to national insults. Yet, there is no difference in
the evaluation of immigrants and natives, in either the insult or the control condition, among
weak and strong identifiers. In addition, regression models in Tables 1 and 2 in the online supporting information confirm that there is no statistically significant relationship (at p < .10)
between receiving the insult condition and evaluating immigrants as opposed to natives.
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Figure 2. Evaluations of car-dealer vignettes among weak and strong national identifiers. Responses are recoded from 0
(most negative) to 1 (most positive). Points indicate the mean score, and lines are 95% confidence intervals. Points and
lines in gray are for the control condition; points and lines in black are for the national insult condition. “Leader” is
whether Joseph/Juan is a good leader of the dealership. “Example” is whether Joseph/Juan is a good example for his
employees. “Represent” is whether Joseph/Juan is a good representative of the car company. “Likable” is about the likability of Joseph/Juan. “Index” is a summed index of the four items. Beneath the labels is the difference between the
control and the insult condition.

Therefore, results from study 1 offer the most support for Hypothesis 1 because they suggest
that natives primarily judge characters in the vignettes based on the content of the situation and
not on whether they are immigrants or natives.
Nonetheless, study 1 raises two issues that we address in the subsequent studies. The first is that
our measure of national identity attachment in study 1 may not sufficiently distinguish between strong
and weak identifiers. We might see larger effects and clearer differences between strong and weak
identifiers if we had more fine-grained measures (our measure in study 1 cannot distinguish among
the top 74% of national identifiers). We address this concern in study 2.
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The second issue is that results in Figure 1 suggest that the penalties for national insults are the
same as those for generic rudeness.7 This means that our national insult condition may have been so
extreme that its rudeness was more salient than the national identity insult for how respondents evaluated the vignette. Moreover, existing research on expectation-states theory suggests that categories like
immigrant status may be most relevant in situations of ambiguity (e.g., subtle critiques) as opposed to
more straightforward situations where there are clear behavioral markers (e.g., flagrant insults) to
inform character judgments (Correll & Ridgeway, 2006). We address this concern in study 3.
STUDY 2
The Strength of National Identification
Study 2 builds upon the first study with more detailed measures of national identification, which
allow a more rigorous evaluation of Hypotheses 4a and 4b. We use 10 items (which are standard in
the literature on national identity attachment) to measure five dimensions of national identity (Huddy
& Khatib, 2007; Schatz et al., 1999). We use two items for attachment to national identity (how
important is being American to you; how emotionally attached do you feel to the United States), two
items for symbolic patriotism (how do you feel when you see the American flag/when you hear the
American national anthem), two items for nationalism (America is a better country than most others;
the world would be better if more people from other countries were like Americans), two items for
uncritical patriotism (people who do not wholeheartedly love America should live elsewhere; I support U.S. policies because they are the policies of my country), and two items for constructive patriotism (if I criticize the United States, it is because I love the country; voicing concerns and dissent about
the U.S. government is patriotic). We combine these 10 items into one additive scale and analyze the
bottom third as weak identifiers, the middle third as moderate identifiers and the top third as strong
identifiers. The 10-item scale has a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.83, which suggests it is a fairly reliable
scale. We explore differences across the five national identity dimensions later in the analysis.
As in the first study, respondents in study 2 are randomly assigned to one of six vignettes. The
full text for the vignettes is as follows:
We would now like your opinion on how high school teachers interact with students.
Carl Smith was born and raised in America [Carlos Sanchez was born and raised in
Mexico but now lives in America]. He is an American History teacher in a public high
school. Every day at the end of class he reviews the main points, reminds students
about the next exam or assignment, and asks if they have any questions.
Control: [no further text]
National insult: Carl/Carlos then repeats his motto: “America is a terrible country with
a horrible history. You should all be ashamed for living in this country.”
Patriotic: Carl/Carlos then repeats his motto: “America is the best country on earth.
You should all be thankful for living in this great country.”

7

OLS regression results (not presented here) indicate that there is no statistically significant (at p < .05) difference in
evaluations between the insult and the rude conditions, for the immigrant or the native characters. The difference is statistically significant at p < .10 for only one item (leadership), where immigrants are evaluated slightly more favorably
in the threat as opposed to generic rude condition.
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Respondents are given eight questions to evaluate the fictional high school teacher. The first four
are similar to the questions from study 1 and ask whether the teacher is a good representative of his
high school, a good example for his students, a good teacher, and how likable he is. We include additional items to probe whether the lack of distinction between immigrant and native vignettes in study
1 is just a function of the specific questions we asked or truly reflective of broader character evaluation
dynamics. We ask two questions explicitly about the national community. One asks whether the
teacher fits the image of what it means to be a good American and the other asks whether the teacher
is loyal to the United States. Finally, given research on the emotional content of attitudes towards
immigrants and the nation (Brader, Valentino, & Suhay, 2008), we include two items that tap subjects’ emotional responses by asking the extent to which the vignettes evoke uneasiness and anger.
Results. Results from the full sample in study 2 are consistent with the full sample in study 1.
Evaluations are more negative in the national insult condition as opposed to the control condition. In
addition, there is no real difference in how respondents evaluate immigrants as opposed to natives, in
either the insult or the control conditions, all of which is consistent with Hypothesis 1. Detailed results
for the full sample are presented in Figure 1 in the online supporting information.
The results in Figure 3 indicate several differences across subgroups with different levels of
national identification. As in study 1, strong identifiers give larger punishments than moderate or weak
identifiers when anyone insults the nation. However, unlike in study 1, there are differences in the evaluations of immigrants and natives across respondents with different strengths of national identification.
Strong identifiers are more negative about immigrants (as opposed to natives) who insult the
nation. Strong identifiers also tend to be more negative about immigrants (as opposed to natives) in
the control condition, which is consistent with the assumption that strong identifiers are generally
biased in favor of their ingroup as opposed to outgroups. This leads strong identifiers to punish fellow
natives more harshly than immigrants who insult the nation. This is because strong identifiers have
the most positive views about the ingroup in the control condition, so they have more room for their
evaluations to become negative when confronted with national insults.8
However, the extent to which strong identifiers judge immigrants and natives differently is fairly
minor compared to the big distinction between whether or not the vignette describes an insult to the
nation. Tables 4–6 in the online supporting information support this with a series of regression models
predicting evaluations of the vignettes among the subgroups with different levels of nationalidentification strength. Each model includes covariates for whether respondents receive an immigrant
or native vignette, whether respondents receive an insult or the control condition, and an interaction
between receiving a native vignette and a national insult. The coefficients for the interaction term are
generally small (mostly less than 0.10) and are only statistically significant at p < .05 in two of the
eight models for weak and for strong identifiers (and are never statistically significant at p < .05 for
moderate identifiers). The results for these interaction terms are consistent with the overview of results
in Figure 3, which suggests that there are not major differences in the effects of national insults coming from immigrants as opposed to natives, irrespective of the strength of national identification.
Further evidence for the greater importance of situational contexts as opposed to the strength of
national identification is how subjects respond to vignettes that signal explicit patriotism. Strong identifiers may be biased in favor of natives in the control and the national insult conditions, but (as seen
in Figure 2 in the online supporting information) in the patriotic condition, they have similar evaluations of natives and immigrants. Table 7 in the online supporting information confirms this trend with
8

One underlying psychological mechanism is that strong identifiers should have higher expectations of fellow ingroup
natives. We test this with a series of items on the extent to which respondents expect immigrants and natives to be loyal or hostile to the United States. These items indicate that 75% of strong identifiers believe natives are more loyal to
the United States than immigrants, compared to 67% of moderate identifiers and 53% of weak identifiers. Similarly,
50% of strong identifiers believe immigrants are more hostile to the United States than natives, compared to 39% of
moderate identifiers and only 29% of weak identifiers.
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Moderate Identifiers

Weak Identifiers

Good Teacher

Good Teacher

Strong Identifiers

Good Teacher

Figure 3. Evaluations of high-school-teacher vignettes. Responses are recoded from 0 (most negative) to 1 (most positive). Points indicate the mean score, and lines are 95% confidence intervals. Points and lines in gray are for the control
condition; points and lines in black are for the national insult condition. “HS Rep” is whether Carl/Carlos is a good representative of the high school. “Example” is whether Carl/Carlos is a good example for his students. “Good Teacher” is
whether Carl/Carlos is a good teacher. “Likable” is about the likability of Carl/Carlos. “Good American” is whether
Carl/Carlos fits the image of a good American. “Loyal US” is whether Carl/Carlos is loyal to the United States.
“Uneasy” and “Angry” are whether Carl/Carlos makes subjects feel uneasy or angry. Beneath the labels is the difference
between the control and the insult conditions. “Weak Identifiers” are the bottom third of respondents on the nationalidentification index variable. “Moderate Identifiers” are the middle third on the national-identification index variable.
“Strong Identifiers” are the top third of respondents on the national-identification index variable.

bivariate regression models estimating evaluations of natives (as opposed to immigrants) among
strong identifiers in the patriotic condition. For each evaluation, the coefficient for native/immigrant
differences is close to zero and not statistically significant (at p < .10).9
9

There is also evidence in Figure 2 in the online supporting information that weak identifiers and moderate identifiers
are more positive about immigrants (as opposed to natives) in several evaluations of the patriotic conditions. Weak and
moderate identifiers also have slightly more positive reactions to immigrants (as opposed to natives) in the control condition and suggest that moderate and weak identifiers may have disassociated so much from their ingroup national
identity that they are more willing to reward outgroup individuals for embracing the national identity. However, these
results were unanticipated and should not be overinterpreted.
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Finally, note that in Figure 3 the largest punishments are for whether the teacher is a good representative of the high school and a good example for his students. This suggests that these questions
tap into the deepest area of concern for how national insults affect students. However, the distinction
between punishments for immigrants and natives is largest for being a good American and the questions about emotional responses. This suggests that the immigrant-native boundary may be slightly
more relevant for emotional responses and for judgments that explicitly concern the nation (although
note that immigrant-native differences are modest for the question about loyalty to the United States).
Variation in the Content of National Identity? An alternate possibility is that the strength of
national identity may be less important than the content of national identity. For example, of the five
dimensions in our national identity index, individuals with high levels of nationalism or uncritical
patriotism should be more likely than individuals with high levels of national identity attachment,
symbolic patriotism, or constructive patriotism to have strong favoritism for ingroup natives and
strong dislike of outgroup immigrants (Huddy & Khatib, 2007; Schatz et al., 1999). In addition, existing research often distinguishes between people who conceptualize their national community in ethnocentric as opposed to civic terms. Ethnocentric individuals are more likely to have negative views
about immigrants, because their requirement of shared ethnic heritage as a prerequisite for national
belonging is usually impossible for immigrants to satisfy (Kinder & Kam, 2010; Wright, 2011).
Variation in the content of national identity could be important for our analysis in several ways.
First, our finding of a salient immigrant-native boundary among strong national identifiers could be a
spurious relationship if the strong identifiers all have high levels of nationalism and uncritical patriotism but low levels of the other national identity dimensions. In addition, our finding of a pronative
bias among strong national identifiers could be a spurious relationship if all the strong identifiers held
ethnocentric conceptions of the national community and all the weak identifiers held civic conceptions. Moreover, nationalists, uncritical patriots, and ethnocentric individuals may have larger distinctions between immigrants and natives than between the situations of insulting the nation or not, which
would weaken support for Hypothesis 1.
However, a close analysis of data on variation in the content of national identity does not challenge our earlier findings. Full details are in the subsection on analyzing the content of national identity in the online supporting information, but the main conclusion is that analyzing variation in the
content of national identity does not challenge our finding of a salient immigrant-native boundary
among strong national identifiers. In addition, variation in the content of national identity does not
challenge our finding that the immigrant-native boundary among strong national identifiers is relatively modest compared to the distinction between people who do and do not insult the nation.
STUDY 3
Flagrant Insults vs. Subtle Critiques
Study 3 explores whether the dramatic and flagrant insults in the first two studies may have overwhelmed the immigrant-native boundary in ways that more subtle critiques of American identity
would not. The experimental design in study 3 is very similar to study 2, as we use the same high
school setting and the same names as in the vignettes from study 2. We also use the same language
for the control condition and the national insult condition. However, instead of the patriotic condition
from study 2 we use a critical condition which offers a more subtle challenge to America by finishing
with the following phrase: “The main theme in his classes is that students should always criticize and
question America’s history and its role in the world.”
Results. Figure 4 compares responses to the control and critical conditions as well as responses
to the insult and control conditions. There are several results of note. First—as one would expect—the
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Good Teacher

Good Teacher

Figure 4. Evaluations of high-school-teacher vignettes with a milder critical condition. Responses are recoded from 0
(most negative) to 1 (most positive). Points indicate the mean score, and lines are 95% confidence intervals. Points and
lines in gray are for the control condition; points and lines in black are for the critical or the national insult condition.
“HS Rep” is whether Carl/Carlos is a good representative of the high school. “Example” is whether Carl/Carlos is a
good example for his students. “Good Teacher” is whether Carl/Carlos is a good teacher. “Likable” is about the likability
of Carl/Carlos. “Good American” is whether Carl/Carlos fits the image of a good American. “Loyal US” is whether
Carl/Carlos is loyal to the United States. “Uneasy” and “Angry” are whether Carl/Carlos makes subjects feel uneasy or
angry. Beneath the labels is the difference between the control and the critical or insult conditions. Respondents are nonLatino, White, U.S.-born citizens of the United States.

punishments are larger for insulting as opposed to criticizing the nation. For both immigrant and
native vignettes, the gaps between the insult and the control conditions are roughly twice as large as
the gaps between the critical and control conditions.
A second key finding in Figure 4 is that the immigrant/native boundary operates similarly for
evaluations of insults and subtle critiques of the nation. Tables 11 and 12 in the online supporting
information present results which indicate that, across each of the evaluations, regression coefficients
for the interaction between receiving a native vignette and a national insult condition are roughly the
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same as regression coefficients for the interaction between receiving a native vignette and a critical
condition. Yet, there is some evidence of a potential distinction between immigrants and natives. On
several items, there are slightly larger punishments for immigrants (as opposed to natives) who either
criticize or insult the nation. This is because evaluations are a bit more positive for immigrants as
opposed to natives in the control condition, which leaves more room for evaluations to decline in the
critical/insult conditions.10
However, much like in study 2, any distinction between immigrants and natives in study 3 is relatively small compared to the distinction between situations. Across all the evaluations, the average
immigrant-native gap when comparing punishments for being critical is 0.08 points, compared to an
average critical punishment of 0.19 for immigrants and 0.11 for natives. Similarly, the average
immigrant-native gap when comparing punishments for insulting the nation is 0.09 points, compared
to an average national insult punishment of 0.37 for immigrants and 0.28 for natives. In short, results
from study 3 are consistent with studies 1 and 2 in supporting Hypothesis 1 because they suggest that
the main distinction for character evaluations is whether the situation involves an insult/critique of the
nation and not whether the character is an immigrant or a native.
Nonetheless, results from study 3 should be interpreted with some caution because study 3 uses a
convenience sample of students and is not nationally representative on key demographic factors like
age, sex, or education. Tables 13 and 14 in the online supporting information list descriptive statistics
for all three studies, and respondents in study 3 are younger and more female than respondents in studies 1 and 2. In addition, respondents in study 3 have lower levels of national identification than
respondents in study 2. For respondents in study 3, the mean score on the 10-item national identification scale is 0.65, which would classify them as “weak identifiers” according to the coding used in
study 2. This may explain why respondents in study 3 are slightly more positive about immigrants (as
opposed to natives) in the control condition, as there were similar results for weak identifiers in study
2. The immigrant-native boundary was most salient in study 2 for strong identifiers, which suggests
that a full test of the salience of the immigrant-native boundary for subtle critiques of the nation would
have also required strong identifier respondents. This should be a priority for future research.
Another demographic difference is that respondents in study 3 are all at one stage of education
(undergraduate) as opposed to the range of educational attainment for respondents in studies 1 and 2.
This could lead to biased results because college undergraduates are unique in several ways, most
notably their tendency to be more politically liberal and identify with Democrats as opposed to
Republicans, which is also associated with more favorable evaluations of immigrants (A. Ross &
Rouse, 2015). However, the student sample has an even balance of Democrats and Republicans, just
like the two nationally representative samples. The even split between Democrat and Republican
respondents in studies 1 and 2 is also worth noting because of concerns that opt-in online samples like
those managed by Qualtrics may attract more politically liberal respondents than the general population (Huff & Tingley, 2015). This even partisan balance reinforces that the central finding of minimal
distinctions between immigrants and natives does not reflect the specific political ideologies of the
respondents in our samples but rather the more general psychological process of responding to the situation of national insults.
Discussion
In this article, we examined immigrant integration through the lens of character evaluations. We
focus on how natives respond to national identity insults committed by immigrants as opposed to fellow natives. Our main finding is that the penalty for insulting the nation is much larger than any of the
10

Much like the strong identifiers in study 2 who have more positive views about ingroup natives in the control condition and therefore larger punishments for fellow natives who insult the nation.
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differences in punishments for immigrants as opposed to natives. In addition, this finding may be consistent across different types of national insults and subtle critiques. Yet, we also find that evaluations
are similarly negative about national insults and generic rudeness, which suggests that future research
could do more to explore the nuances of how different types of insults operate. Nonetheless, our overall findings are consistent with literature about the situational determinants of attitudes and suggest
that natives’ reactions to national insults are primarily guided by the content of the insult and not the
origins of the perpetrator.
Existing research on immigrant integration primarily compares immigrants with different levels
of assimilation. Our research design uses natives as a comparative benchmark and allows us to highlight the relatively modest differences in how immigrants and natives are evaluated when they insult
the nation. These findings may be especially significant given existing research which finds that
ingroup/outgroup distinctions are most likely to be relevant when the identities are primed and the
group status is challenged (Branscombe et al., 1999). Both conditions are present in our studies, but
our results nonetheless suggest that the immigrant-native boundary may be less relevant than the distinction between people who do and do not insult the nation. This adds important nuance to assumptions that the immigrant-native boundary is a fundamental divide for the American national
community.
Our findings are a promising indicator of natives’ capacity to evaluate immigrants on the basis of
their character and not their national origins. These evaluations are a key part of the integration process because even if immigrants fully acculturate to the host society, integration may be impeded if
natives are biased against foreign origins. Our experiments use Mexican immigrants as the outgroup,
but our main result of small distinctions between immigrants and natives should be consistent across
other national-origin groups who are considered easier to integrate. Nonetheless, our results should
not be considered evidence that discrimination is irrelevant for immigrants in the United States. Our
research uses a situational approach to analyzing immigrant integration and a broader research agenda
would chart out the multiple situations in which the immigrant-native boundary is more or less likely
to be relevant.
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